Unit 6 Week 1

Essential Question
How can we work together to make our lives better?

Comprehension Strategy
reread

Comprehension Skill
theme

Writing Traits
sentence fluency

Grammar
pronouns

Structural Analysis
suffixes -ful, -less

Mechanics
capitalize I

Story
Click, Clack, Moo

Genre
Fantasy

Story
March On

Genre
Nonfiction

Story
Super Tools

Genre
Fantasy

Vocabulary

demand - ask forcefully or strongly

emergency - something you do not expect and need to take care of right away

High Frequency Words
answer, brought, busy, door, enough, eyes

Oral Vocabulary Words
conflict, fair, argument, risk, shift

Spelling Sentence Dictation: Students may pick which group of sentences they want to test over this week. They may choose from "Beyond Level", "On-Level", or "Approaching Level" Dictation Sentences for the week. Study the chosen list and be ready for testing on Friday! (See Homework Baggy and/or Daily Papers for Dictation Sentence Choices Sheet)